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Happy Day!!, This is a free design that I gave away long ago in 2008, 
 I have revised it to give away today. 

The original was made to give to a friend as a Christmas Gift  
but I have changed the saying in the back to 

 “When This You See Remember Me” 
 

There is a place in the back of this floss tag for you to stitch your initials, along with more small roses, hearts, and the saying. 
 I did make mine into a floss tag but you can do whatever you would like with it!! 

 
 BE Creative 

 
The center for the roses and leaves is left blank for you to choose your own floss centers. 

The outline for these areas is in the design but the centers are up to you.  
I used some over-dyed floss and some different stitches such as eyelets and some over one stitching. 

 
The stitch count is 49 wide by 35 high 

28ct over (2)  or 14ct Aida   3.5 x 2.5 
32ct over (2)  or 16ct Aida 3 x 2.18 

 
The Dove Pin was from my Dad, He used to wear it on his Coat!! ♥ Part of my Pin Collection 

 
We happy CREATING!! 

Blessing and Hugs 
donna 
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Free Chart Not For Re-Sale "When This You See" Thank you to all my stitchers by By The Bay Needleart 
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Legend: 
Ii] DMC--498 
~ DMC-730 
~ DMC-733 
0 DMC--Ecru 
Backstitches: 
-- DMC-498 
- - DMC-730 
French Knots: 
® DMC-498 


